INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES - WAITING ON MATERIALS!

NEXT - INPUT DEVICE ENCLOSURE IS THINNER, OUTPUT - AVOID CORROSION OF WIRES
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - SELECTABLE OBJECTS

NEXT - BATHROOM AND ANIMATE CHARACTER THROUGHOUT HOME ENVIRONMENT
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - SELECTABLE OBJECTS

NEXT - ADD TEXTURES TO OBJECTS THAT WILL ADD REALISTIC EFFECTS
ANIMATED CHARACTER INTERACTION

NEXT - EXAMPLES OF HOW CHARACTER WILL WALK, MAIN MENU SELECTIONS
Review
what’s next...

**Input Device - enclosure**  
for 10/31/07

**LCD - enclosure**  
for 10/31/07

**FLASH - Home animated**  
for 10/31/07
Future
down the road...

Input Device Materials
for 10/25/07

LCD Enclosure Materials
for 10/25/07

House & Personal Environments
for 10/25/07

Animated Character
for 10/31/07

HOURS WORKED: KYLE 17, TRISTAN 14, RYAN 12